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About This Game

Laraan is experienced best when using a controller. A Windows or Xbox game pad is
ideal.

Laraan is a Science-Fiction game about 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 11 Jan, 2017
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I've only played about 45 minutes of this game (collected 5/8 gold things), but I already love it. The art style, the music, the
levels. It's great! My one complaint is sometimes the camera doesn't follow you smoothly, sometimes it zooms in way too far
when you are up against a wall and is sometimes difficult to turn, which in turn makes platforming difficult. I 100% recommend
this game. I paid $4.99 and have gotten 45 minutes of entertainment out of it, and plan to get much, much more!. I think.
whether I give this game a thumbs up, or a thumbs down, I'm going to get my review downvoted. It's that kind of game. I'll give
it a thumbs up and tell you - this is a fairly TERRIBLE GAME. It's under 2 hours long in total, it's got bad controls, it's got bad
game design decisions, a lot of the time you get led into corners without being able to tell what was a wall and what was a space
to run through, a lot of the time you faff about unsure what the developer wanted you to do, there was one meaningless fight
that I only won through glitching, there's an incredible lack of polish, and the story. eh. :/ BUT It looks beautiful. It's got quite a
bit of variety in gameplay. It's got these big landscapes that all look like different worlds. It's really very weird. And I just can't
help but say - yes this game is a piece of crap and could do with a ton of polish and content and. well, a lot of work. but - it just
seems like the people who made it were dreaming bigger than they technically knew how to realise. It's got heart. It's got
ambition. And it appeals to the side of me that values a game that puts exploration over conflict. So I'm giving it a thumbs up.
Despite its [enormous list of] flaws, I don't feel bad for putting my time into playing it. I wouldn't mind playing a sequel, if it
had one. I'm also telling you - I got this game for free (a friend had a spare key) and I only like this game for somewhat niche
reasons. This is not the best game of this type that you could be playing.. Despite obvious glitches, lags, bugs, graphical issues,
questionable design choices, poor level construction, tedious storytelling, clunky animations, bad controls and dated style, this is
a positive review.. jogo bem casual. OOOH LAAAARAAAAAAN. It's kind of relaxing for exploring and jumping in what
seems low gravity. The simplistic tone works really well.
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